Field of view in
(e-h): In single material films, the core can be reversed by applying a static magnetic field in the opposite direction to the core polarization. This 'punch-through' reversal involves the injection of a Bloch point at one of the surfaces and its propagation through the sample. Description of Supplementary Movie 1, which shows the reversal of the vortex gyration direction measured with STXM at two different applied fields. STXM data of the vortex core gyration. The vortex core is located at the intersection of the Néel walls, before (left) and after (right) it crosses a maze domain boundary. The switch of the vortex core direction results in a reversal of the sense of gyration (indicated by the red arrows). The STXM data correspond to Fig. 3a and Fig. 3d . Each movie consists of 31 images obtained during a gyration cycle. The magnetic AC field was always on during the experiment and a static magnetic field (amplitude indicated above the movie) is used to displace the vortex core. In Fig. 3 , only a 3.1 µm × 3.1 µm region is shown, where the vortex core gyration takes place. This region is indicated in Supplementary Fig. 1 . The movies were taken at 30° orientation at the Ni L 3 absorption edge and have not been corrected for this tilt. (In order to see the orbital motion of the vortex core, the movie should be looped.)
